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Abstract - Data mining technology have widely been
applied in various businesses and manufacturing
companies. Sharing data has become a trend among
business partnerships, as it is supposed to be a
mutually beneficial way of increasing productivity. In
this proposed work, we use sentiment analysis and
prediction modeling to determine future scope of
product. For sentiment analysis we take as an example
online review of peoples towards the product they
bought and services they received. Analysis of different
online reviews on large scale will help to produce useful
actionable
knowledge.
Conducting
extensive
experiments on large data set confirms the
effectiveness of the proposed approach.

Key Words: Review mining, Sentiment analysis,
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1. INTRODUCTION
Posting online reviews has a popular way for people to
share with other users their opinions and sentiments
toward products and services. It has become a common
practice for e-commerce websites to provide the venues
and facilities for people to publish their reviews, with a
famous example being Amazon (www. amazon.com) or
(www. snapdeal.com). Those online reviews provide a
wealth of information of the products and services to the
user. As a result, review mining has recently got a huge
response.
An increasing number of recent studies have focused
on the economic values of reviews, searching the
relationship between the sales performance of products
and their reviews [1], [2]. Since what the public thinks of a
product about how well it sells, understanding the
opinions and sentiments expressed in the relevant reviews
is having more importance, because collectively these
reviews reflect the what the general public think and can
be a very good indicator of the product’s upcoming sales
performance. Here we concerned with generating
actionable knowledge by developing models and
algorithms that can use information mined from reviews.
Such models and algorithms can be used to effectively
predict the future sales of products.
and the volume of reviews available online have a
quantifiable and significant effect on actual customer
purchasing [6], [1]. Various economic functions have been
utilized in examining revenue growth, stock trading
© 2015, IRJET

Prediction of product sales is a highly domain-driven
task, for which we use highly recommended product list.
In this system the product which is on top of table is
declared as a highly recommended product. As user is
submitted his reviews about product the list is going to
adjust all the time. From this user knows which product is
best.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY
The presented methodology lies between the fields of
sentiment analysis and predictive modeling. The work that
has been presented in this project can be considered as an
effort along this direction in that it aims to deliver
actionable knowledge by making predictions of sales
performance.
Review mining has attracted a great deal of attention.
Early work in this area was determining the semantic
orientation of reviews. Among them, some of the studies
attempt to learn a positive/negative classifier at the file
level. Pang et al. [3] employ three machine learning
approaches (Naive Bayes, Maximum Entropy, and Support
Vector Machine) to tag the polarity of IMDB movie
reviews. In follow-up work, they suggest to first extract
the subjective portion of text with a graph min-cut
algorithm, and then feed them into the sentiment classifier
[4]. Instead of applying the straightforward frequencybased bag-of-words feature selection methods, Whitelaw
et al. [5] defined the concept of “adjectival appraisal
groups” headed by an appraising adjective and optionally
customized by words like “not” or “very.” Each appraisal
group was further assigned four types of features: attitude,
orientation, graduation, and polarity. They account good
classification accuracy using the appraisal groups. They
also show that the classification correctness can be further
boosted when they are combined with standard “bag-ofwords” features. We use the same words and phrases from
the assessment groups to compute the reviews’ feature
vectors, as we also believe that such adjective appraisal
words play a very important role in sentiment mining and
need to be distinguished from other words.
Academics have also recognized the impact of online
reviews on business intelligence, and have produced some
vital results in this area. Among them, some studies
attempt to answer the question of whether the polarity
volume change as well as the order price variation on
commercial websites, such as Amazon and eBay.
By studying above, the sentiments are captured by
explicit ranking indication such as the number of stars;
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few studies have attempted to exploit text mining
strategies for emotion classification. To fill in this gap,
Ghose and Ipeirotis [2] argue that review texts contain
richer information that cannot be easily acquired using
simple numerical ratings. In their study, they assign a
“dollar value” to a compilation of adjective-noun pairs, as
good as adverb-verb pairs, and investigate how they affect
the bidding prices of various products at Amazon.
Compared to sentiment mining, identifying the quality of
online reviews has got relatively less attention. A few
modern studies along this direction attempt to detect the
spam or low-quality posts that exist in online reviews.
Jindal and Liu [7] present a categorization of review
spams, and propose some novel techniques to detect
different types of spams. Liu et al. [8] propose a
classification-based approach to discriminate the low
quality reviews from others, in the expect that such a
filtering strategy can be incorporated to enhance the task
of opinion summarization.

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The following are the steps in the proposed system:1. Request for Item: In this system, the single user or
multiple users will request for items.
2. Dataset (Sale Performance): Dataset can be formed
according to sale performance of that product.
3. Recommended Product List: User selects product for
purchasing and gives his review or opinion or sentiment
about product.
4. Review mining: Then by taking no. of reviews from
users, we made review mining.
5. Sentiment wordlist: It contains database of no. of
sentiment wordlist which are found in review mining.
6. Weighting scheme: Then by using weighting scheme
we assign weights to no. of words.
7. Prediction model: Then by using prediction model we
make some prediction and found some results about the
product. Then from that we predict future sales
performance of that product. And from that we adjust the
ratings of the products in recommended product list.
Which is depends on sales performance of that product. By
doing this users or customer easily choose items that he
want to buy.

Fig -1: Proposed system architecture

4. METHODOLOGY
This work introduces how to make sentiment analysis
on different no. of reviews of peoples. For that different
algorithms have implemented in this work. KNN for auto
weight generation, Porter stemming algorithm for
stemming of words, Naive bayes classifier algorithm for
classification of sentimental words.
The proposed six modules are
1. Registration
2. Auto-weight generation
3. POS tagging
4. Preprocessing
5. Extraction of emotions using emotion dictionary
6. Word net
7. Process for making predictions from given reviews
4.1 Registration
In this module customers are login with his username
and password. If the customer is new one then he has to
fill registration form with some details. Then he can enter
into system.
4.2 Auto weight generation
In this work we define training set with emotion
category & its weights. Here we are dealing with emotions
like Happy, Sad, Fear, Anger and Neutral. Training set is
used for weight generation of different word, by using
KNN algorithm.
KNN algorithm
The K-nearest-neighbor (KNN) algorithm measures the
distance between a query scenario and a set of scenarios
in the data set. Then to determine the distance between
the two scenarios, we can simply pass through the data
set, one scenario at a time, and compare it to the query
scenario.
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KNN run in these steps:
1. Store the output values of the nearest neighbors to
query scenario in vector r = {r1,….,rm} by repeating the
following loop M times:
a. Go to the next scenario si in the data set, where i is
the current iteration within the domain {1,….,P}
b. If q is not set or q < d (q, si ): q  d (q , si ), t oi
c. Loop until we reach the end of the data set (i.e. i = P)
d. Store q into vector c and t into vector r
2. Calculate the arithmetic mean output across as follows:
3. Return as

the output value for the query scenario q.

4.3 POS Tagging
In this module, part-of-speech tagging (POS tagging or
POST), also called grammatical tagging or word-category
disambiguation, is the process of marking up a word in a
text as corresponding to a particular part of speech, based
on both its definition, as well as its context i.e. relationship
with adjacent and related words in a phrase, sentence, or
paragraph. It makes part of speech tagged with types of
words are nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, etc.
4.4 Preprocessing
The data preprocessing is done in order to remove
unnecessary content from the text and to find out the root
form of the words. In this module, first enter review in
textbox and making process on that by using following
operations:
1. Stop word removal
2. Stemming
3. Stop word removal
4.4.1 Stop word removal
In emotion computing, stop words are words which are
filtered out prior to, or after, processing of natural
language data (text). Stop words are common words that
carry less important meaning than keyword. These stop
words are some of the most common, short function
words, such as the, is, at, which and on.
Stop word removal is the process of removing these
words. To find out the emotion from a text all unnecessary
content must be removed so it is needed to remove the
stop words that bear no meaning about Emotion and the
text put into an array.
Algorithm:

3. Split parameter into words
4. Allocate new dictionary to store found words
5. Store results in this String Builder
6. Loop through all words
7. Convert to lowercase
8. If this is a usable word, add it
9. Return string with words removed
10. Display query without stop words
4.4.2 Stemming
Stemming is the process for reducing inflected (or
sometimes derived) words to their stem, base or root
form-generally a written word form. Here, Porter
stemming algorithm is used to make variant forms of a
word which are reduced to a common form, for example,
connection
connections
connective
---> connect
connected
connecting
Stemming algorithm:
The algorithm used for stemming is Porter stemmer.
The stemmer operations are classified into rules where
each of these rules deals with a specific suffix and having
certain condition(s) to satisfy. A given word’s suffix is
checked against each rule in a sequential manner until it
matches one, and consequently the conditions in the rule
are tested on the stem that may result in a suffix removal
or modification. Stemming algorithm consists of different
steps of word reductions, applied sequentially. Within
each phase there are various conventions to select rules,
such as selecting the rule from each rule group that
applies to the longest suffix.
The algorithm of stemming works as follows:
Rules
Illustrations
S ->
cats -> cat
EED ->
EE agreed->agree
(*v*) ED ->
plastered ->plaster
(*v*) ING ->
motoring ->motor
Rules
ATIONAL ->
TIONAL ->
IZER ->
ATION ->
IVENESS ->

Illustration
ATE relational -> relate
TION conditional-> condition
IZE digitizer -> digitize
ATE predication -> predicate
IVE decisiveness -> decisive

The following is an algorithm for stop word removal
1. Take the Input
2. Declare the dictionary of stop words
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4.5 Extraction of emotion using emotion dictionary

4.7 Process for making predictions from given reviews

4.5.1 Extraction of emotions

Here I take dataset as a product. Given option to user to
choose any product. Select any product from given list to
see features & prices. Then he gives comment about the
product whether it is positive or negative. After submitting
the comment the pre processing is done on given
comment. i.e. Stop word removing, Stemming, Extraction
of emotional features & Classification of emotions. By
doing this the exact sentiment has been find out of user
about the product. By submitting it, the given product list
is going to be adjusted depends upon the comment has
given i.e. positive or negative. The product which got good
comments is on top of list. After that second, third so on so
forth. The prediction has been done based on the count of
comments. If it is positive then count is increases
otherwise it is decreases. This is helpful to user to choose
highly rated product from given list.

In this module, emotions are extracted from given
sentences, which is helpful to assign weights to them.
4.5.2 Classification of emotions
In this module, it gives weights to extracted emotions by
using Naive bayes classifier algorithm, also it decides
category of given emotion. This is helpful to predict the
final conclusion of given paragraph.
Naive Bayes classifier algorithm:
Bayesian reasoning is applied to decision making and
inferential statistics that deals with probability inference.
It is used the knowledge of prior events to predict future
events.
The Bayes Theorem:
P(h | D) 

5. RESULT DISCUSSION

P ( D | h) P ( h)
P( D)

P(h) : Prior probability of hypothesis h
P(D) : Prior probability of training data D
P(h/D) : Probability of h given D
P(D/h) : Probability of D given h
This algorithm is used to assign weights to words. From
that get category of emotion.
Following are the steps of algorithm that have
implemented:
1. Select words from table
2. Check the category from table if it is present
otherwise insert into table.
3. Select the max and min from another table where
is the training set is available.
4. And then save the weight in table for word.
5. Then read the training set.
6. Set and get the data table for each row and each
column.
7. Check the final source and select the max value
and name from table
8. Then calculate the average value from source
9. Then calculate sum
10. Then calculate the summation.
Here, get final conclusion of given paragraph by checking
probability of category of emotions. By doing this easily
predict the sentiment of user.
4.6 WordNet

In this analysis is done by using precision-recall method
on given dataset of reviews about products given by user.
In this system gives different types of results about
reviews i.e. it may be True Positive (TP), True Negative
(TN), False Positive (FP) or False Negative (FN).
1. True Positive (TP) is the proportion of positive
cases that were correctly identified.
2. True Negative (TN) is defined as the proportion of
negatives cases that were classified correctly.
3. False Positive (FP) is the proportion of negatives
cases that were incorrectly classified as positive.
4. False Negative (FN) is the proportion of positives
cases that were incorrectly classified as negative.
5. Precision or positive predictive value (PPV) is the
proportion of the predicted positive cases that
were correct
6.

Recall or true positive rate (TPR) is the
proportion of positive cases that were correctly
identified.

7.

Accuracy (ACC) is the proportion of the total
number of predictions that were correct.
Table (1): Precision-Recall table

Dataset

TP

FP

FN

TN

Precision

Recall

Accuracy

Mobile
Laptop
car

8
9
10

2
1
0

0
2
2

2
1
2

0.8
0.9
1

1
0.818181
0.833333

0.833333
0.769230
0.857142

By using WordNet dictionary, if we don’t know the
meaning of any word can easily get it. Also it is inserted on
table which is helpful for sentiment analysis.
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Figure (1): Accuracy Graph

Figure (2): Recall Graph

Figure (3): Precision Graph
Final conclusion of analysis is that all the graphs i.e.
Figure (1), Figure (2) & Figure (3) show good results.
Amongst the several reviews maximum reviews shows
true positive results which satisfies our expectations
about this work.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
In this system, the work is based on the different
algorithm used, we can analyze the sentiment of an
individual and with the help of analysis done, we predict
the emotion that an individual carry while capturing the
idea or option. The work is related to the text based
emotion mining using different approaches. The analysis
of the result obtained will be done by measuring accuracy
of emotion prediction. This will satisfy our work to achieve
the target.
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